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A 㸸 ㍈ࡢ᩿㠃✚ (m2) 
Din 㸸 ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢෆᚄ (m) 
Dout 㸸 ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢእᚄ (m) 
E 㸸 ࣖࣥࢢ⋡ (N/m2) 
E' 㸸 ⿵ṇᚋࡢࣖࣥࢢ⋡ (N/m2) 
G 㸸 ᶓᙎᛶಀᩘ (N/m2) 
G' 㸸 ⿵ṇᚋࡢᶓᙎᛶಀᩘ (N/m2) 
I 㸸 ㍈ࡢ᩿㠃 2ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
I1 㸸 ኱ᚄ㍈ࡢ᩿㠃 2ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
I1' 㸸 ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊ࡢ኱ᚄ㍈ഃ᩿㠃ࡢ᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࡢ➼౯᩿㠃 2ḟ 
࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
I2 㸸 ᑠᚄ㍈ࡢ᩿㠃 2ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
I2' 㸸 ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊ࡢᑠᚄ㍈ഃ᩿㠃ࡢ᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࡢ➼౯᩿㠃 2ḟ 
࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
IA 㸸 ᩿㠃 A-A࡟࠾ࡅࡿ᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࡢ➼౯᩿㠃 2ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
Id 㸸 ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢᙎᛶኚᙧ࡟ࡼࡿ᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࡢ➼౯᩿㠃 2ḟ 
࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
Ieq 㸸 㛗ࡉ 9d/32ࡢᑠᚄ㍈せ⣲ࡢ᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࡢ➼౯᩿㠃 2ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ  
(m4) 
Ip 㸸 ᅇ㌿㍈せ⣲ࡢ᩿㠃 2ḟᴟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
Ip1 㸸 ኱ᚄ㍈ࡢ᩿㠃 2ḟᴟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
Ip2 㸸 ᑠᚄ㍈ࡢ᩿㠃 2ḟᴟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
Ipeq 㸸㛗ࡉ 3ʌd/{64(1+0.3382ȕ3+0.0815ȕ5+0.1144ȕ6+0.0125ȕ7)}ࡢᑠᚄᱱ 
せ⣲ࡢࡡࡌࡾ๛ᛶࡢ➼౯᩿㠃 2ḟᴟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
Ipd 㸸 ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢᙎᛶኚᙧ࡟ࡼࡿࡡࡌࡾ๛ᛶࡢ➼౯᩿㠃 2ḟ 
ᴟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
I'' 㸸 ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢ➼౯᩿㠃 2ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
JCG 㸸 ࣮ࣟࢱࡢ㔜ᚰࢆ㏻ࡾᅇ㌿㍈࡟┤஺ࡍࡿ㍈࿘ࡾࡢ୺័ᛶ 
࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (kgm2) 
Jdisc 㸸 ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢ┤ᚄ㍈࿘ࡾࡢ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (kgm2) 
JpCG 㸸 ࣮ࣟࢱࡢᅇ㌿㍈࿘ࡾࡢ୺័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (kgm2) 
Jpdisc 㸸 ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢᅇ㌿㍈࿘ࡾࡢᴟ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (kgm2) 
M 㸸 ᭤ࡆ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (Nm) 
T 㸸 ࢺࣝࢡ (Nm) 
vi 
 
a 㸸 ᑠᚄ㍈ࡲࡓࡣ๛య㍈ࡢ༙ᚄ (m)㸪a=d/2 
b 㸸 ෇ᯈࡲࡓࡣ኱ᚄ㍈ࡢ༙ᚄ (m)㸪b=d0/2 
c1㸪c2㸪c3  㸸 ࡓࢃࡳ᭤⥺ࡢ 3ḟከ㡯ᘧ㏆ఝ᭤⥺ࡢಀᩘ(ษ∦ࢆ 0࡜ࡋࡓሙྜ) 
d 㸸 ᑠᚄ㍈ࡢ㍈ᚄ (m) 
d0 㸸 ෇ᯈࡲࡓࡣ኱ᚄ㍈ࡢ㍈ᚄ (m) 
de 㸸 ➼౯࡞᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࢆ୚࠼ࡿ኱ᚄ㒊ࡢ㍈ᚄ (m) 
deq  㸸 ➼౯࡞᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࢆ୚࠼ࡿᑠᚄ㒊ࡢ㍈ᚄ (m) 
dpeq  㸸 ➼౯࡞ࡡࡌࡾ๛ᛶࢆ୚࠼ࡿᑠᚄ㒊ࡢ㍈ᚄ (m) 
ds 㸸 ࢫ࣮ࣜࣈࡢෆᚄ (m) 
f 㸸 ᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘ (Hz) 
h 㸸 ෇ᯈࡲࡓࡣ኱ᚄ㒊ࡢཌࡉࡲࡓࡣ㍈᪉ྥ㛗ࡉ (m) 
k1 㸸 ኱ᚄ㍈せ⣲ࡢᅇ㌿ࡤࡡᐃᩘ (Nm/rad) 
k2 㸸 ᑠᚄ㍈せ⣲ࡢᅇ㌿ࡤࡡᐃᩘ (Nm/rad) 
kd 㸸 㛗ࡉ 9d/32ࡢせ⣲ࡢᅇ㌿ࡤࡡᐃᩘ (Nm/rad) 
keq 㸸 ➼౯࡞᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࢆ୚࠼ࡿ㛗ࡉ 9d/32ࡢせ⣲ࡢᅇ㌿ࡤࡡᐃᩘ 
 (Nm/rad) 
le 㸸 ㍈せ⣲ࡢ㛗ࡉ (m) 
l2 㸸 ᑠᚄ㍈せ⣲ࡢ㛗ࡉ (m) 
m1 㸸 ኱ᚄ㍈せ⣲ࡢ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (kgm2) 
m2 㸸 ᑠᚄ㍈せ⣲ࡢ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (kgm2) 
md 㸸 㛗ࡉ 9d/32ࡢせ⣲ࡢ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (kgm2) 
mdisc 㸸 ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢ㉁㔞 (kg) 
mR 㸸 ࣮ࣟࢱࡢ඲㉁㔞 (kg) 
n 㸸 ⠇Ⅼᩘ 
ndisc 㸸 ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢᩘ 
nf1 㸸 ᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘࡢᩘ 
nf2 㸸 ᅛ᭷࣮ࣔࢻࡢᩘ 
p 㸸 㠃ᅽⲴ㔜 (N) 
p0 㸸 ᔐࡵྜ࠸࡟ࡼࡿ㠃ᅽⲴ㔜 (N) 
tdisc 㸸 ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢཌࡉ (m) 
zCG 㸸 ㍈᪉ྥࡢ㔜ᚰ఩⨨ (m) 
ǻd 㸸 ⥾ࡵ௦ (m) 
ǻp 㸸 ᭤ࡆ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ࡟ࡼࡿ㠃ᅽⲴ㔜ࡢኚ໬ศ (N) 
ĭ 㸸 ᅛ᭷࣮ࣔࢻ 
Į 㸸 ᭤ࡆ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ࡜ഴࡁゅࡢẚ౛ಀᩘ 
Įi 㸸 ័ᛶಀᩘ 
vii 
 
Įm 㸸 ㉁㔞ಀᩘ 
ȕ 㸸 ㍈┤ᚄẚ 
Ȗ 㸸 ẚ౛ῶ⾶ᐃᩘ 
į 㸸 ᱱࡢࡓࢃࡳ (m) 
H  㸸 ᅛ᭷ゅ᣺ືᩘࡢᖹᆒㄗᕪ 
ș 㸸 ࢺࣝࢡ T࡟ࡼࡿᑠᚄ㍈ࡲࡓࡣ๛య㍈ࡢᅇ㌿ゅ (rad) 
ț 㸸 ࡏࢇ᩿ᐃᩘ 
ȝ 㸸 ᦶ᧿ಀᩘ 
Ȟ 㸸 ࣏࢔ࢯࣥẚ 
ȡ 㸸 ᅇ㌿㍈ࡢᐦᗘ (kg/m3) 
ȡdisc 㸸 ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢᐦᗘ (kg/m3) 
ı 㸸 ᶆ‽೫ᕪ 
Ĳ 㸸 ࡏࢇ᩿ಀᩘ 
ȥ 㸸 ᭤ࡆ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ࡟ࡼࡿ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢഴࡁゅ (rad) 
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࣐ࢺࣜࢵࢡࢫἲ㸦Pestel and Leckie, 1963, ⳥ᆅ, 1969, Ishida and Yamamoto, 2012㸧ࡸ᭷㝈せ⣲
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. 1.4  Defo
ࢺ M ࡜ഴࡁ
er, 1973㸧㸬 
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ࢮࣟ࡟㏆௜
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    
ࡃ࡜ᘧ㸦1.
     








 ᘧ㸦1.3㸧ࡣ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊ࡢ┤ᚄẚ ȕ (=d/d0)࡜࣏࢔ࢯࣥẚ Ȟࡢࡳࡢ㛵ᩘ࡛⾲ࡉࢀ㸦Darlow, et 
al., 1980㸧㸪ᘧ㸦1.4㸧ࡣ෇ᯈࡢཌࡉ h㸪኱ᚄ㍈┤ᚄ d0㸪㍈┤ᚄẚ ȕ࡛⾲ࡉࢀࡿ㸦㧗⏣௚㸪2009㸪
ᯘ௚㸪1990㸧㸬 
 㧗⏣ࡽࡣ㸪ᘧ㸦1.4㸧࡜㛗ࡉ l ࡢ∦ᣢࡕᱱࡢ⌮ㄽᘧࡢ㛵ಀ࠿ࡽồࡵࡓ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢ
ᙎᛶኚᙧศࡢ᭤ࡆ๛ᛶ EIdࡣᘧ㸦1.5㸧࡛⾲ࡉࢀ㸪㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊ࡢ➼౯࡞᭤ࡆ๛ᛶ EI’ࡣ EId
࡜㏻ᖖࡢᱱࡢ᭤ࡆ๛ᛶ EIࢆ┤ิ⤖ྜࡋࡓᘧ㸦1.6㸧࡛⾲ࡉࢀࡿ࡜ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㸬 
 
  lhEEI d
3
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 c                              㸦1.6) 
 

















ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡᖜ h ࢆຍ࠼ࡓ d+h ࢆ➼౯࡞᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࢆ୚࠼ࡿ㍈ᚄ࡜ࡋ࡚୰ኸࡢ⠇Ⅼ 2 ࡟ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡ
せ⣲ࡀ⤖ྜࡉࢀࡓࣔࢹ࡛ࣝ࠶ࡿ㸬(c)ࡣ(b)࡜ྠࡌࡃ➼౯࡞᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࢆ୚࠼ࡿ㍈ᚄࢆ d+h ࡜ࡋ
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 ➨ 4 ❶࡛ࡣ㸪ᔐࡵྜ࠸㒊ࡢ᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࢆ࡝ࡢ⛬ᗘ࡟ぢ✚ࡶࡿࡢࡀጇᙜ࡛࠶ࡿ࠿࡟ࡘ࠸᳨࡚
ウࡋࡓ⤖ᯝࢆ㏙࡭ࡿ㸬ࡲࡎ㸪ᔐࡵྜ࠸㒊ࡢᦶ᧿ࢆ⪃៖ࡋࡓ᭷㝈せ⣲ゎᯒ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ᔐࡵྜ࠸
㒊ࡢ᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࢆ᳨ウࡍࡿ㸬ḟ࡟㸪ᐇ㦂࡟ࡼࡿ᳨ド⤖ᯝࢆ♧ࡍ㸬 





Considering the effect of the elasticity 
in the face of the stepped cross-sections 
Considering the effect of the elasticity 
in the face of the stepped cross-sections 
Considering shrink fit effect 
for the bending stiffness 
Identifying all characteristic matrices 
in the vibration equation of a rotor  
based on the rigid and elastic properties 
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> @^ ` > @ > @ > @ ^ ` > @ > @ ^ ` ^ `FXKKXGCCXM brrbrr  :             㸦2.1㸧 
[Mr]㸸࣮ࣟࢱࡢ㉁㔞⾜ิ㸪ࢧ࢖ࢬ 4n×4n㸪ᑐ⛠⾜ิ 
  [Cr]㸸࣮ࣟࢱࡢῶ⾶⾜ิ㸪ࢧ࢖ࢬ 4n×4n㸪ᑐ⛠⾜ิ 
  [Cb]㸸㍈ཷࡢῶ⾶⾜ิ㸪ࢧ࢖ࢬ 4n×4n 
   [Gr]㸸࣮ࣟࢱࡢࢪࣕ࢖ࣟ⾜ิ㸪ࢧ࢖ࢬ 4n×4n㸪ṍᑐ⛠⾜ิ 
 [Kr]㸸࣮ࣟࢱࡢ๛ᛶ⾜ิ㸪ࢧ࢖ࢬ 4n×4n㸪ᑐ⛠⾜ิ 
 [Kb]㸸㍈ཷࡢ๛ᛶ⾜ิ㸪ࢧ࢖ࢬ 4n×4n 
{X}㸸ኚ఩࣋ࢡࢺࣝ㸪ࢧ࢖ࢬ 4n×1㸪 
^ ` ^ `Tynxnnnyxyx yxyxyxX TTTTTT ,,,,...,,,,,,,, 22221111 㸪Tࡣ㌿⨨ࢆ⾲ࡍグྕ 
{F}㸸ຊ࣋ࢡࢺࣝ㸪ࢧ࢖ࢬ 4n×1㸪 
^ ` ^ `Tnnynxnyxyx yxyxyx MMffMMffMMffF TTTTTT ,,,,...,,,,,,,, 22221111 㸪 




























ldlA USUD                                   㸦2.3㸧 











4USUD                                    㸦2.4㸧 
 Ie㸸᩿㠃 2ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4)㸪Ie=ʌde4/64 
 
















                          㸦2.5㸧 
   E㸸ࣖࣥࢢ⋡ (N/m2) 
   ț㸸ࡏࢇ᩿ᐃᩘ㸦↓ḟඖ㸧㸪ț=6(1+Ȟ)/(7+6Ȟ) 
   Ȟ㸸࣏࢔ࢯࣥẚ㸦↓ḟඖ㸧 
   G㸸ᶓᙎᛶಀᩘ (N/m2)㸪G= E/{2(1+Ȟ)} 

ᘧ㸦2.6㸧࡟♧ࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺࡟㸪㍈せ⣲ࡢ㉁㔞⾜ิ[Mse]ࡣࢧ࢖ࢬ 8×8ࡢᑐ⛠⾜ิ࡛࠶ࡾ㸪[Mse]


























   




 ^ `    ^ ` 3612805583121 22266552211     eieeemmmmm WDWWWD  
 ^ `    ^ `   eeeieeem llmmmm     WWDWWWD 15313577441 22267582314  
 ^ `    ^ ` 3611402521081 2222615   eieeemmm WDWWWD              
 ^ `    ^ `   eeeieeeem ll
mmmm
 





 ^ `    ^ `   22222288774433 1054171481 eeeeieeeem llmmmm     WWWDWWWD
    ^ `    ^ `   2222224837 551171461 eeeeieeeem llmm   WWWDWWWD  
 
ᘧ㸦2.7㸧࡟♧ࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺࡟㸪㍈せ⣲ࡢ๛ᛶ⾜ิ[Kse]ࡣࢧ࢖ࢬ 8×8ࡢᑐ⛠⾜ิ࡛࠶ࡾ㸪[Kse]






















                        㸦2.7㸧 
078685756474638353428252417161312                 kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
    ^ `3261566552211 112 eee lEIkkkkkk       W  
 ^ `26758453627231814 16 eee lEIkkkkkkkk         W  
   ^ `eeee lEIkkkk     WW 1488774433  
   ^ `eeee lEIkk   WW 124837  

ᘧ㸦2.8㸧࡟♧ࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺࡟㸪㍈せ⣲ࡢࢪࣕ࢖ࣟ⾜ิ[Gse]ࡣࢧ࢖ࢬ 8×8 ࡢṍᑐ⛠⾜ิ࡛࠶





















                      㸦2.8㸧 
08877676658
554845443736332726232218151411
      




 ^ ` 3612 256251612     WD igggg  
 ^ `   eei lgggggggg         WWD 15312 26857463528241713  
 ^ `   2227834 105412 eeeei lgg   WWWD  


















































































































































    
ࡶࡢ࡜ࡍࡿ











































G                       㸦2.11㸧 
   Jpdisc㸸ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢᅇ㌿㍈࿘ࡾࡢᴟ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (kgm2) 
 
ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢ┤ᚄ㍈࿘ࡾࡢ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ Jdisc (kgm2)࡜ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢᅇ㌿㍈࿘ࡾࡢᴟ័ᛶࣔ






tmtDDJ  US                   㸦2.12㸧 
 Dout㸸ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢእᚄ (m) 
   Din㸸ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢෆᚄ (m) 





























> @^ ` > @^ ` ^ `TKJ ztzp   TT                          㸦2.14㸧 
[Jp]㸸࣮ࣟࢱࡢᴟ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ⾜ิ㸪ࢧ࢖ࢬ n×n㸪ᑐ⛠⾜ิ 
 [Kt]㸸࣮ࣟࢱࡢࡡࡌࡾ๛ᛶ⾜ิ㸪ࢧ࢖ࢬ n×n㸪ᑐ⛠⾜ิ 
{șz}㸸ゅᗘኚ఩࣋ࢡࢺࣝ㸪ࢧ࢖ࢬ n×1㸪 
^ ` ^ `Tznzzz TTTT ,...,, 21  
{T}㸸ࢺࣝࢡ࣋ࢡࢺࣝ㸪ࢧ࢖ࢬ n×1㸪 
^ ` ^ `TnTTTT ,...,, 21 㸪Tࡣࢺࣝࢡ (Nm) 
 
 ࡡࡌࡾ᣺ືゎᯒࣔࢹࣝ࡟࠾ࡅࡿᅇ㌿㍈ࡢࣔࢹࣝ໬
 ㍈せ⣲ࡢᴟ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ⾜ิ[Jpe]ࡣ㸪ࢧ࢖ࢬ 2×2 ࡢᑐ⛠⾜ิ࡛࠶ࡾ㸪[Jpe]ࡢせ⣲ࡣᘧ
㸦2.15㸧࡛ᐃ⩏ࡉࢀࡿ㸦ᑠᯇ, 2009㸧㸬 
 


















                          㸦2.15㸧 
   ȡ㸸ᅇ㌿㍈ࡢᐦᗘ (kg/m3) 
   Ipe㸸ᅇ㌿㍈せ⣲ࡢ᩿㠃 2ḟᴟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4)㸪 324epe dI S  


































K                          㸦2.16㸧 

































                   㸦2.17㸧 
   ȡdisc㸸ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢᐦᗘ (kg/m3) 
   Ipdisc㸸ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢᅇ㌿㍈࿘ࡾࡢ᩿㠃 2ḟᴟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4)㸪   3244 inoutpdisc DDI  S  
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࡟ࡘ࠸࡚㸪ᥦ᱌᪉ἲࢆ㐺⏝ࡋࡓ 1D FEMࣔࢹࣝ࡟ࡼࡿゎᯒ⤖ᯝ࡜㸪ཧ↷࡜࡞ࡿ 3D FEMࣔ
ࢹࣝ࡟ࡼࡿゎᯒ⤖ᯝࡢẚ㍑ࢆ⾜࠺㸬ࡑࡋ࡚㸪㟼Ⲵ㔜࡟ࡼࡿ᭤ࡆኚᙧ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚㸪3D FEMࣔࢹ







ࢆᇶ࡟ࡋࡓࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࡓࡵ㸪㐺⏝࡛ࡁࡿ㍈┤ᚄẚ ȕ ࡜኱ᚄ㒊ࡢᖜᚄẚ h/d0ࡢ⠊ᅖࡣ 1.2.1.2
⠇࡛♧ࡋࡓ ȕ=0.3175ࡢሙྜࡣ h/d0  0.2࡛࠶ࡿ㸬᪤Ꮡ◊✲࡛ࡣ㸪ȕࡀ 0.3175࡜␗࡞ࡿሙྜࡢ
ᘧ㸦1.4㸧 ࡀᡂࡾ❧ࡘ h/d0ࡢ⠊ᅖ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ᳨ウࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡓࡵ㸪ᅗ 1.4ࡢ 3ḟඖ᭷㝈せ
⣲ࣔࢹࣝࢆ⏝࠸࡚㸪㍈┤ᚄẚ ȕ=0.3175㸪ȕ=0.5650㸪࠾ࡼࡧ ȕ=0.7874 ࡢሙྜ࡟ࡘ࠸᳨࡚ウࢆ
⾜ࡗࡓ㸬 
ᅗ 1.3 ࡢ 3D FEM ࣔࢹࣝࡢᑍἲࡣ d0=25.4mm㸪l2=12.7mm ࡜ࡋ㸪ᮦᩱ≉ᛶࡣࣖࣥࢢ⋡
E=2.050×1011 N/m2㸪ᶓᙎᛶಀᩘ G=7.880×1010 N/m2㸪࣏࢔ࢯࣥẚ Ȟ=0.3008࡜ࡋࡓ㸬 
3D FEMࣔࢹࣝ࡟ࡼࡿ㸪ᘧ㸦1.2㸧࡟࠾ࡅࡿ Į࡜ h/d0ࡢ㛵ಀࡢ⟬ฟᡭ㡰ࡣḟࡢ㏻ࡾ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬 
21 
 
ᅗ 1.3 ࡟࠾࠸࡚ᗙᶆཎⅬࢆ A-A ᩿㠃ࡢ㍈୰ᚰ࡟࠾ࡁ㸪x ㍈࿘ࡾࡢ᭤ࡆ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ M ࡀᑠ
ᚄ㍈ࡢඛ➃ࡢᗙᶆ(0, 0, l2)࡟స⏝ࡋࡓ࡜ࡁࡢ yzᖹ㠃࡟࠾ࡅࡿᑠᚄ㍈ࡢࡓࢃࡳ᭤⥺ࢆồࡵ࡚㸪
ᘧ㸦3.1㸧ࡢ 3ḟᘧ࡛㏆ఝࡍࡿ㸬

   232231 0, lzzczczczy dd                       㸦3.1㸧 
  c1, c2, c3: ࡓࢃࡳ᭤⥺ࡢಀᩘ 

A-A᩿㠃ࡢഴࡁゅ ȥࡣ㸪ᗙᶆཎⅬ࡛ࡢഴࡁ dy(0)/dz=c3࠿ࡽ 

3
1tan c \                                㸦3.2㸧 
 
࡛୚࠼ࡽࢀࡿ㸬ࡼࡗ࡚㸪኱ᚄ㒊ࡢ㍈᪉ྥ㛗ࡉ㸦෇ᯈࡢཌࡉ㸧hࢆኚ࠼࡚ୗグࡢ (a)࠿ࡽ(d)ࡢ
ᡭ㡰ࢆᐇ᪋ࡍࡿࡇ࡜࡛ 1ࡘࡢ ȕ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ Į࡜ h/d0ࡢ㛵ಀࢆồࡵࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ㸬 
 
(a) ᅗ 1.3ࡢ 3D FEMࣔࢹ࡛ࣝᑠᚄ㍈ࡢඛ➃࡟᭤ࡆ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺMࢆ୚࠼࡚ᑠᚄ㍈ࡢࡓࢃ
ࡳ᭤⥺ࢆồࡵࡿ㸬 
(b) ᑠᚄ㍈ࡢࡓࢃࡳ᭤⥺ࢆᘧ㸦3.1㸧ࡢ 3ḟᘧ࡛᭤⥺㐺ྜࡋ࡚ཎⅬ࡛ࡢഴࡁ c3ࢆồࡵࡿ㸬 
(c) ᘧ㸦3.2㸧࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ A-A᩿㠃ࡢഴࡁゅ ȥࢆồࡵࡿ㸬 
(d) ᘧ㸦1.2㸧࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ Įࢆồࡵࡿ㸬  
 
ᅗ 3.1㸪ᅗ 3.2㸪࠾ࡼࡧᅗ 3.3ࡣࡑࢀࡒࢀ㸪㍈┤ᚄẚ ȕ=0.3175㸪ȕ=0.5650㸪࠾ࡼࡧ ȕ=0.7874
ࡢሙྜ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ Į ࡜ h/d0ࡢ㛵ಀࢆồࡵࡓ⤖ᯝ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬ࡇࢀࡽࡢᅗ࡟ࡣᘧ㸦1.3㸧࡜ᘧ㸦1.4㸧
ࡢ್ࢆࡑࢀࡒࢀ㟷Ⰽ࡜⥳Ⰽࡢᐇ⥺࡛♧ࡋࡓ㸬ᘧ㸦1.4㸧ࡀᡂࡾ❧ࡘ h/d0ࡢ⠊ᅖࡣ㸪࠸ࡎࢀࡢ
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 Į and h/d0 (ȕ


































































































































































































    
.3㸧࠿ࡽ㸪㍈











 Slope of can
    
┤ᚄኚ໬㒊
















    
᩿㠃ࡢᙎᛶ











 due to bend
    
ኚᙧࡢ➼౯












     
᭤ࡆ๛ᛶ EI











   
dࢆ⾲ࡍᘧ㸦















3ࡘࡢ⠇Ⅼ࡛ 2ࡘࡢ㍈せ⣲ࢆᐃ⩏ࡋ㸪኱ᚄ㍈ྑ➃ࡢ⠇Ⅼ 2ࡢ᭤ࡆ๛ᛶ EI1’࡜ᑠᚄ㍈ࡢᕥ➃







EIE  c 1
1






IIEIE  c 2
2






















21                     㸦3.7㸧 
 
ᘧ㸦3.5㸧㸪㸦3.6㸧㸪㸦3.7㸧ࢆᅗ 3.6(a)࡜ᅗ 3.6(b)ࢆ⏝࠸࡚ㄝ᫂ࡍࡿ㸬  
 ᅗ 3.6(a)ࡣ㸪2ࡘࡢ㍈せ⣲࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ 1ࡘࡢᅇ㌿⮬⏤ᗘ࡟╔┠ࡋࡓ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ࡜ᅇ㌿ࡤ
ࡡࡢ⤖ྜࢆᶍᘧⓗ࡟♧ࡋࡓࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬 
ᘧ㸦2.1㸧ࡢ㐠ື᪉⛬ᘧ࡟࠾ࡅࡿኚ఩࣋ࢡࢺࣝ{X}ࡢ x㍈࿘ࡾࡢᅇ㌿ゅ șxࡢࡳࢆ⪃࠼ࡿ࡜㸪
ᘧ㸦2.7㸧ࡼࡾ㸪⠇Ⅼ 1࡜⠇Ⅼ 2࡛ᐃ⩏ࡉࢀࡿせ⣲ 1ࡢᅇ㌿ࡤࡡ k1࡜⠇Ⅼ 2࡜⠇Ⅼ 3࡛ᐃ⩏
ࡉࢀࡿせ⣲ 2ࡢᅇ㌿ࡤࡡ k2ࡣࡑࢀࡒࢀ㸪    ^ `hEIk  WW 1411 ࡜    ^ `222 14 lEIk  WW
࡛୚࠼ࡽࢀ㸪ࡇࢀࡽࡢᅇ㌿ࡤࡡࡀᅗ 2.2࡟♧ࡉࢀࡿᵝ࡟ 2ࡘࡢせ⣲ࡀ㔜」ࡍࡿ⠇Ⅼ 2࡛ࡣ㔜
ࡡྜࢃࡏ㸪ࡍ࡞ࢃࡕ୪ิ⤖ྜࡉࢀ࡚ k1+k2࡜࡞ࡿ㸬せ⣲ 1 ࡜せ⣲ 2 ࡢ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ m1࡜





































 dkk 1/ ࡜
ࡾ㸪⠇Ⅼ 2࡟
ࡿ㸬 














































































































    
    
Fig. 3.6 (b)
- Par
    



























































































ᘧ㸦3.7㸧࡟࠾࠸࡚㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢᙎᛶኚᙧࢆ⾲ࡍ᩿㠃 2 ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ Idࡣᘧ㸦3.4㸧
࡛୚࠼ࡽࢀࡿࡀ㸪ࡇࡢࡲࡲ࡛ࡣ㍈せ⣲㛗 l࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ Idࡀኚ໬ࡋ࡚ࡋࡲ࠺ࡓࡵ㸪ጇᙜ࡞ lࡢ್
ࢆ᳨ウࡍࡿ㸬ᘧ㸦3.4㸧࡟ᘧ㸦1.4㸧ࢆ௦ධࡍࡿ࡜෇ᯈࡢཌࡉ hࡀᾘཤࡉࢀ㸪ᘧ㸦3.8㸧࡟♧ࡉ
ࢀࡿᵝ࡟᩿㠃 2ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ Idࡣᑠᚄ㍈ࡢせ⣲ࡢ┤ᚄ d࡜㛗ࡉ lࡢࡳ࡛⾲ࡉࢀࡿ㸬 
 
  ldI d
3
18
S                                㸦3.8㸧 
 
᩿㠃 2 ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ Idࢆᑠᚄ㍈ࡢ᩿㠃 2 ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ I2࡜➼౯࡜࠾ࡃ࡜㸪୰ᐇ෇ᙧ᩿㠃㍈
࡛ࡣ 
 
  42 64
dII d












᩿㠃ࡢ᭤ࡆ๛ᛶ EId࡜➼౯࡛࠶ࡿࡓࡵ㸪  
 
  2EIEI d                             㸦3.11㸧 
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ments in 1D 
ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥ






















































































    
➼౯࡞᭤ࡆ












   
๛ᛶࢆ୚࠼













     
ࡿᑠᚄ㒊ࡢ












    
㍈ᚄ deqࡣᘧ












    
㸦3.16㸧࡛













   
⾲ࡉࢀࡿ㸬






































᳨ド࡟ඛ❧ࡕ㸪ཧ↷ࡍࡿ 3D FEMࣔࢹࣝࡢ᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࢆࣖࣥࢢ⋡ࡢಟṇ࡟ࡼࡾ⿵ṇࡍࡿ㸬 
ヲ⣽࡞ࣔࢹࣝ໬ࡀ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ㍈ࡢ 3D FEM ࣔࢹࣝࡣ㸪⠇Ⅼ⮬⏤ᗘࡀ 6࡛࠶ࡿࡓࡵ㸪㍈ࡢ᭤
ࡆࡸࡡࡌࡾ࡟ຍ࠼࡚㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢᙎᛶኚᙧࡶ⾲⌧ࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ㸬ࡋ࠿ࡋ㸪せ⣲
ࡢࢱ࢖ࣉࡸ࣓ࢵࢩࣗࢧ࢖ࢬ➼࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ᅛ᭷್ゎᯒ⤖ᯝࡀኚ໬ࡍࡿ㸬౛࠼ࡤ㸪୰ᐇ෇ᙧ᩿㠃






ࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ㸦௜㘓 A-2ཧ↷㸧㸬ࡑࡇ࡛㸪ࡇࡇ࡛ࡣ୍ᵝ᩿㠃㍈ࡢ 1D FEMࣔࢹࣝࡢ᭤ࡆ᣺ື
ࡢᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘࢆཧ↷ࡋ࡚㸪3D FEMࣔࢹࣝࡢࣖࣥࢢ⋡ࢆಟṇࡍࡿ᪉ἲ࡛㧗⢭ᗘ࡞ 3D FEMࣔ
ࢹࣝࢆసᡂࡍࡿ㸬௨ୗ࡟ࡑࡢᡭ㡰ࢆ♧ࡍ㸬 
ࡲࡎ㸪඲㛗 350mm㸪እᚄ 20mmࡢᅗ 3.10࡟♧ࡋࡓ୍ᵝ᩿㠃㍈ࡢ 3D FEMࣔࢹࣝ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚㸪
⮬⏤ᨭᣢ≧ែࡢᅛ᭷್ゎᯒࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚ 4 ḟࡲ࡛ࡢ᭤ࡆ᣺ືࡢᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘࢆồࡵࡿ㸬せ⣲ศ๭
ࡣᚋ㏙ࡢᅗ 3.12ࡢᑠᚄ㒊࡜ྠ୍࡜ࡍࡿ㸬ᮦᩱ≉ᛶࡣࣖࣥࢢ⋡ E=2.09×1011 N/m2㸪ᶓᙎᛶಀᩘ
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    㸦
















๓ࡢ 3D FEMࣔࢹࣝࡢᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘࡢㄗᕪࡢ⤯ᑐ್ࡣ᭱኱࡛ 1.02%࡛࠶ࡿࡢ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚㸪ࣖࣥࢢ




Table 3.1  Comparison of natural frequencies for bending modes of a shaft 
with uniform cross-section between 1D model and 3D model 
                                     Unit: Hz 
Mode 1D Model 3D Model 0 (Error) 3D Model 1 (Error) 
1 743.69 750.04 (0.85%) 743.14 (0.07%) 
2 2018.8 2037.6 (0.93%) 2018.84 (0.00%) 
3 3873.7 3908.8 (0.90%) 3872.85 (0.02%) 




ࡇࡇ࡛ࡣ㸪ᅗ 3.12ࡢ(a)࡜(b)࡟♧ࡍ 2✀㢮ࡢ㍈ࢆྲྀࡾୖࡆࡿ㸬 
㍈ Aࡣ 2⟠ᡤ࡟ྠ୍ᚄࡢ኱ᚄ㒊ࢆᣢࡕ㸪㍈ Bࡣ 2⟠ᡤ࡟␗࡞ࡿᚄࡢ኱ᚄ㒊ࢆᣢࡘ㸬㍈ࡢ
ᑍἲࢆ௨ୗ࡟♧ࡍ㸬 
 

















































































































































































n of natural 


























f shaft A 































㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢᙎᛶኚᙧࢆ⪃៖ࡋ࡞࠸ 1D Model 1࡛ࡣ᭱኱࡛ 1.60%ࡢㄗᕪࡀ࠶ࡿ㸬
ᅗ 3.13 (a)ࡢ㍈ Aࡢࣔࢹ࡛ࣝࡣ㸪ᘧ㸦1.1㸧ࡢ➼౯᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࢆ୚࠼ࡿ኱ᚄ㒊ࡢ㍈ᚄ deࡀ኱ᚄ
㒊እᚄ d0ࡼࡾ኱ࡁࡃ࡞ࡿࡓࡵ㸪ᑠᇼࡢ᪉ἲࡣ㐺⏝࡛ࡁ࡞࠸㸬ࡑࡢࡓࡵ㸪1D Model 2ࡢᅛ᭷
᣺ືᩘࡣ 1D Model 1࡜ྠ୍ࡢ್࡜࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ㸬ᥦ᱌᪉ἲ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢᙎᛶ
ኚᙧࢆ⪃៖ࡋࡓ 1D Model 3ࡢㄗᕪࡣ 0.54%௨ୗ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬 
 ⾲ 3.3ࡣ㸪ᅗ 3.12 (b)ࡢ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ㍈ Bࡢ 3D FEMࣔࢹࣝ㸦ཧ↷ࣔࢹࣝ㸧࡜㸪




Table 3.3  Comparison of natural frequencies of shaft B 
Unit: Hz 
Mode 3D Model 1D Model 1 (Error) 1D Model 2 (Error) 1D Model 3 (Error) 
1 733.33 754.86 (2.94%) 739.64 (0.86%) 731.99 (-0.18%)
2 2034.8 2049.8 (0.74%) 2047.6 (0.63%) 2036.1 (0.06%)
3 3804.9 3924.8 (3.15%) 3841.9 (0.97%) 3812.8 (0.21%)
4 6161.8 6245.6 (1.36%) 6226.5 (1.05%) 6160.2 (-0.03%)
 
 
㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢᙎᛶኚᙧࢆ⪃៖ࡋ࡞࠸ 1D Model 1࡛ࡣ᭱኱࡛ 3.15%ࡢㄗᕪࡀ࠶ࡿ㸬
ᅗ 3.13 (b)ࡢ㍈ Bࡢࣔࢹࣝ࡟࠾࠸࡚㸪ᕥ➃࠿ࡽ 57.3mm㹼82.7mmࡢ఩⨨࡟࠶ࡿ኱ᚄ㒊࡛ࡣᅗ
3.13 (a)ࡢ㍈ Aࡢࣔࢹࣝ࡜ྠᵝ࡟ᘧ㸦1.1㸧ࡢ➼౯᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࢆ୚࠼ࡿ኱ᚄ㒊ࡢ㍈ᚄ deࡀ኱ᚄ㒊
እᚄ d0ࡼࡾ኱ࡁࡃ࡞ࡿࡓࡵᑠᇼࡢ᪉ἲࡣ㐺⏝࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࡀ㸪ᕥ➃࠿ࡽ 162.3mm㹼187.7mmࡢ
఩⨨㸦୰ኸ㒊㸧࡟࠶ࡿ኱ᚄ㒊࡛ࡣ deࡀ d0ࡼࡾᑠࡉࡃ࡞ࡿࡓࡵ㸪ᑠᇼࡢ᪉ἲࢆ㐺⏝ࡍࡿࡇ࡜
ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ㸦deq=31.41 mm㸧㸬ᑠᇼࡢ᪉ἲ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢᙎᛶኚᙧࢆ⪃៖ࡋࡓ 1D 
Model 2࡛ࡣ㸪᭱኱࡛ 1.05%ࡢㄗᕪࡀ࠶ࡿ㸬ᥦ᱌᪉ἲ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢᙎᛶኚᙧ
ࢆ⪃៖ࡋࡓ 1D Model 3ࡢㄗᕪࡣ 0.21%௨ୗ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬 
 ࡞࠾㸪㍈ Aࡢ 1D Model 3ࡼࡾ㸪㍈ Bࡢ 1D Model 3ࡢ᪉ࡀᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘࡢㄗᕪࡀᑠࡉ࠸⌮
⏤ࡣ㸪㍈┤ᚄẚ ȕࡢᙳ㡪࡟ࡼࡿࡶࡢ࡜⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿ㸬3.2⠇࡟♧ࡋࡓࡼ࠺࡟㸪㍈┤ᚄẚ ȕࡀ኱
ࡁ࠸࡯࡝ᘧ㸦1.4㸧࡟ࡼࡿ㏆ఝ⢭ᗘࡀపୗࡍࡿ㸬ࡑࡢࡓࡵ㸪ᥦ᱌᪉ἲࢆ㐺⏝ࡋࡓ 1D Model 3
࡛ࡣ㸪ȕ=0.7874ࡢ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊ࢆ 4⟠ᡤᣢࡘ㍈ Aࡼࡾ㸪ȕ=0.7874࡜ ȕ=0.5650ࡢ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬
㒊ࢆ 2⟠ᡤࡎࡘᣢࡘ㍈ Bࡢ᪉ࡀ⢭ᗘࡢ㧗࠸ࣔࢹࣝ࡜࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ㸬  
௨ୖ㸪ᅗ 3.13ࡢ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ 2ࡘࡢ㍈㸪㍈ A࡜㍈ Bࡢ 1D FEMࣔࢹࣝ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚㸪















































































































































Table 3.4  Comparison of natural frequencies of shaft C 
  Unit: Hz  
Mode 3D Model 1D Model 1 (Error) 1D Model 2 (Error) 1D Model 3 (Error) 
1 730.28 750.15 (2.72%) 729.84 (-0.06%) 728.62 (-0.23%)
2 2001.2 2005.6 (0.22%) 2003.1 (0.10%) 1999.2 (-0.10%)
3 3743.2 3832.4 (2.38%) 3722.2 (-0.56%) 3740.5 (-0.07%)
4 6080.9 6121.4 (0.67%) 6096.5 (0.26%) 6063.6 (-0.28%)
 
 
⾲ 3.5ࡣ㸪ᅗ 3.15 (b)ࡢ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ㍈ Dࡢ 3D FEMࣔࢹࣝ㸦ཧ↷ࣔࢹࣝ㸧࡜㸪
ᅗ 3.13 ࡜ྠᵝࡢࣔࢹࣝ໬ࢆ⾜ࡗࡓ๓㏙ࡢ 3ࡘࡢ 1D FEMࣔࢹࣝ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚㸪᭤ࡆ 1ḟ㹼4ḟ
ࡢᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘࡢẚ㍑ࢆ♧ࡋࡓࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢᙎᛶኚᙧࢆ⪃៖ࡋ࡞࠸ 1D 
Model 1࡛ࡣ᭱኱࡛ 3.65%ࡢㄗᕪࡀ࠶ࡿࡀ㸪ᑠᇼࡢ᪉ἲࢆ㐺⏝ࡋࡓ 1D Model 2ࡢㄗᕪࡢ⤯ᑐ












Table 3.5  Comparison of natural frequencies of shaft D 
  Unit: Hz  
Mode 3D Model 1D Model 1 (Error) 1D Model 2 (Error) 1D Model 3 (Error) 
1 728.39 750.15 (2.99%) 729.84 (0.20%) 725.61 (-0.38%)
2 2007.2 2005.6 (-0.08%) 2003.1 (-0.20%) 2002.0 (-0.26%)
3 3697.5 3832.4 (3.65%) 3722.2 (0.67%) 3705.8 (0.22%)




ࡇࡇ࡛ࡣ㸪ᅗ 3.13 (b)ࡢ㍈ Bࡢ୰ኸࡢ኱ᚄ㒊࡜ྑഃࡢᑠᚄ㒊࠿ࡽ࡞ࡿ㍈㸪ࡍ࡞ࢃࡕᅗ 3.13
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9   Impact 
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     
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Fig. 3.20   
♧ࡍ㸬ᐇ㦂
SDTools♫

























     
nrr Z9 2  
ᐜࡍࡿࡓࡵ
ࡓࡵ࡟㍈࡜

































































































































































Table 3.7   Identified natural frequencies of a shaft with stepped corss-section 
under free-free support condition 
                             Unit㸸Hz 
1st mode 2nd mode 3rd mode 4th mode 
Rotor 1 764.23 2052.2 3963.9 6309.0 
Rotor 2 762.59 2050.1 3960.6 6304.4 
Rotor 3 764.37 2054.0 3966.0 6313.3 
Rotor 4 765.77 2055.0 3968.1 6313.5 
Rotor 5 763.97 2052.2 3964.5 6307.5 
Rotor 6 764.52 2054.5 3968.0 6316.8 
Rotor 7 765.19 2054.9 3970.1 6315.6 
Rotor 8 765.64 2055.0 3967.5 6314.0 
Rotor 9 762.50 2048.7 3958.8 6302.0 
Rotor10 766.25 2058.2 3973.6 6324.7 
Rotor11 765.56 2055.3 3970.3 6318.1 
Rotor12 764.20 2055.0 3970.0 6322.2 
Rotor13 764.74 2054.5 3967.1 6315.0 
Rotor14 765.26 2058.1 3973.8 6324.7 
Rotor15 763.59 2049.5 3957.9 6300.9 
Rotor16 764.59 2054.7 3967.3 .06316.8 
Mean 764.56 2053.9 3966.7 6313.7 





3.203 8.150 14.04 21.99 
(0.42%) (0.40%) (0.35%) (0.35%) 
 
 
 ⾲ 3.8ࡣ㸪㍈ A ࡢ 1ḟ㹼4ḟࡢ᭤ࡆ࣮ࣔࢻࡢᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘࢆᐇ㦂⤖ᯝ㸦ᖹᆒ್㸧࡜ 1D FEM
ࣔࢹࣝ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚♧ࡋࡓࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬ྠ⾲ࡣ㸪⾲ 3.2 ࡢཧ↷್ࢆ 3D FEM ࣔࢹࣝࡢ್࠿ࡽ⾲
3.7ࡢᐇ㦂⤖ᯝࡢᖹᆒ್࡟ኚ᭦ࡋࡓࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬ࡇࡇ࡛㸪㍈ A࡟ᑠᇼࡢ᪉ἲࡣ㐺⏝࡛ࡁ࡞࠸
ࡓࡵ 1D Model 2ࡣ┬࠸ࡓ㸬ᐇ㦂⤖ᯝ㸦ᖹᆒ್㸧࡟ᑐࡍࡿ㸪ᥦ᱌ࡍࡿ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊ࡢࣔࢹࣝ























































le 3.8 1st t
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t and 1D FE












































































































ཧ⪃࡟㸪᭤ࡆ 1ḟ㹼5ḟࡢᅛ᭷࣮ࣔࢻࢆᅗ 3.23࡟♧ࡍ㸬 


Table 3.9  Natural frequencies of bending modes 
for turbine – generator rotor 
                                  Unit: Hz 
Mode Proposed method Ordinary method 
1 17.026 17.250 (1.32%)
2 17.509 17.708 (1.13%)
3 42.803 44.759 (4.57%)
4 62.921 64.389 (2.33%)












ࡕᥦ᱌᪉ἲࡢ㐺⏝⠊ᅖࡣ㸪㍈┤ᚄẚ ȕ࡟ࡼࡽࡎ࠾ࡼࡑ h/d0  0.2࡛࠶ࡿ㸬 
(2) ᑠᚄ㒊࡟㛗ࡉ 9d/32ࡢ㍈せ⣲ࢆタࡅ㸪ࡑࡢ㒊ศࡢ᭤ࡆ๛ᛶࢆᘧ㸦3.20㸧࡛୚࠼ࡽࢀࡿ➼
౯࡞᭤ࡆ๛ᛶ Ieq࡜ࡍࡿࡇ࡜࡟ࡼࡗ࡚㸪㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢᙎᛶኚᙧ࡟ࡼࡿࡳ࠿ࡅࡢ㍈














































                 㸦3.20㸧 
 I1㸸኱ᚄ㍈ࡢ᩿㠃 2ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 
 I2㸸ᑠᚄ㍈ࡢ᩿㠃 2ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ(m4) 
 
(3) ኱ᚄ㒊ࡀཌᯈ࡜ࡳ࡞ࡏࡿ㸪ᙎᛶኚᙧࢆ⪃៖ࡍ࡭ࡁ⠊ᅖ࡛ࡣ㸪኱ᚄ㍈┤ᚄ d0ࡀᑠᚄ㍈┤










Allemang, R. J., Vibrations: experimental modal analysis, UC-SDRL-CN-20-263-662 (1994). 
Balmes, E., Frequency domain identification of structural dynamics using the pole/residue 
parametrization, International Modal Analysis Conference, (1996). 
୰ἑ ୍, 㛗ᒇ ஧㑻, ຍ⸨ ༤, ᭱᪂ᶵᲔᕤᏛㅮᗙ ᮦᩱຊᏛ, ⏘ᴗᅗ᭩ (1973), p. 111. 
㧗⏣ ᫀ஧, ⯚➉ Ⰻ㞝, ✄ᇉ ჆அ, ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ࣮ࣟࢱࡢ᭤ࡆ᣺ື࣮ࣔࢻ࡟㛵ࡍ
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  ppp ' 0                             㸦4.4㸧 
   p0㸸ᔐࡵྜ࠸࡟ࡼࡿ㠃ᅽⲴ㔜 (N) 






   ppq ' 0P                           㸦4.5㸧 
 






























ࢆ 1.0mm࡜ࡋ࡚ᔐࡵྜ࠸࡟ࡼࡿ㠃ᅽⲴ㔜 p0ࢆᑠࡉࡃࡋ㸪ᦶ᧿ಀᩘ ȝࢆ 0.05㸪⥾ࡵ௦ ǻdࢆ
0.01mm㸪㈇Ⲵࡍࡿ⧞ࡾ㏉ࡋࡢ᭤ࡆ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺࢆᅗ 4.5ࡢ 100ಸࡢ±20000Nmm࡜ࡋࡓሙྜࡢ㸪
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Table 4.1  Comparison between analytical natural frequencies of 3D Model of solid shaft and 
analytical natural frequencies of 1D Model 3 of shaft with a sleeve set on it by clearance fit 
                                          Unit: Hz 
Mode 
Analytical 
value of 3D 
Model of 
solid shaft 
Analytical value of 1D 
Model 3 of shaft with a 
sleeve on it by clearance 
fit (difference) 
1 733.33 724.34 (-1.23%) 
2 2034.8 2038.2 (0.17%) 
3 3804.9 3753.9 (-1.34%) 
4 6161.8 6174.5 (0.21%) 
 
 
Table 4.2  Comparison between analytical natural frequencies of 1D Model 3 of solid shaft and 
analytical natural frequencies of 1D Model 3 of shaft with a sleeve set on it by clearance fit 
                                          Unit: Hz 
Mode 
Analytical 
value of 1D 
Model 3 of 
solid shaft 
Analytical value of 1D 
Model 3 of shaft with a 
sleeve on it by clearance 
fit (difference) 
1 731.99 724.34 (-1.05%) 
2 2036.1 2038.2 (0.10%) 
3 3812.8 3753.9 (-1.54%) 
4 6160.2 6174.5 (0.23%) 
 
 
⾲ 4.3ࡣ㸪ᅗ 4.10 (b)ࡢࢯࣜࢵࢻ㍈ࡢ 3ḟඖࣔࢹࣝ㸦3D Model㸧ࡢ᭤ࡆ࣮ࣔࢻࡢᅛ᭷᣺ື
ᩘࡢゎᯒ್࡜ᅗ 4.10 (a)ࡢࡋࡲࡾࡤࡵࡢࢫ࣮ࣜࣈ௜ࡁ㍈ࡢ᭤ࡆ࣮ࣔࢻࡢᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘࡢᐇ㦂್
ࡢẚ㍑ࢆ♧ࡋࡓࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡾ㸪⾲ 4.4ࡣ㸪ᅗ 4.10 (b)ࡢࢯࣜࢵࢻ㍈ࡢ 1ḟඖࣔࢹࣝ㸦1D Model 3㸧
ࡢ᭤ࡆ࣮ࣔࢻࡢᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘࡢゎᯒ್࡜ᅗ 4.10 (a)ࡢࡋࡲࡾࡤࡵࡢࢫ࣮ࣜࣈ௜ࡁ㍈ࡢ᭤ࡆ࣮ࣔ












Table 4.3  Comparison between analytical natural frequencies of 3D Model of solid shaft and 
measured natural frequencies of shaft with a sleeve set on it by interference fit 
                                     Unit: Hz 
Mode 
Analytical 
value of 3D 
Model of 
solid shaft 
Measured value of 
shaft with a sleeve 
set on it by shrink fit 
(Error) 
1 733.33 731.84 (-0.20%)
2 2034.8 2035.1 (0.01%) 
3 3804.9 3797.4 (-0.20%)
4 6161.8 6160.2 (-0.20%)
 
 
Table 4.4  Comparison between analytical natural frequencies of 1D Model 3 of solid shaft and 
measured natural frequencies of shaft with a sleeve set on it by interference fit 
                                     Unit: Hz 
Mode 
Analytical 
value of 1D 
Model 3 of 
solid shaft 
Measured value of 
shaft with a sleeve 
set on it by shrink fit 
(Error) 
1 731.99 731.84 (-0.02%) 
2 2036.1 2035.1 (-0.05%) 
3 3812.8 3797.4 (-0.40%) 

















































ᚄࡣ b㸪ᙎᛶ෇ᰕࡢཌࡉࡣ h㸪๛య㍈࡟స⏝ࡍࡿࢺࣝࢡࡣ T㸪๛య㍈ࡢᅇ㌿ゅࡣ ș࡛࠶ࡿ㸬
ࡇࡢࣔࢹ࡛ࣝࡣ㸪༙ᚄ b㸦┤ᚄ 2b=d0㸧ࡢᙎᛶ෇ᰕࡀ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊ࡢ኱ᚄ㍈࡟┦ᙜࡋ㸪༙ᚄ
a㸦┤ᚄ 2a=d㸧ࡢ๛య㍈ࡀ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊ࡢᑠᚄ㍈࡟┦ᙜࡍࡿ㸬๛య㍈ࡢᅇ㌿ゅ șࡀࢺࣝࢡ T
࡟ࡼࡿ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢᙎᛶኚᙧ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬࡞࠾㸪ᅗ 5.1 ࡣ MATLAB®ࡢࢧ࣮ࢻࣃ࣮ࢸ࢕
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kness: h
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࡛ࡁ㸪ࢺࣝ
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          㸦5.3㸧 
   ȕ㸸㍈┤ᚄẚ㸪 0ddba   E 

ᮏ◊✲࡛ࡣ㸪ᘧ㸦5.2㸧࡜ᘧ㸦5.3㸧ࡢ O(ȕ8)ࡢ㡯ࢆ┬࠸ࡓᘧ࠿ࡽᚓࡽࢀࡿ㸪ᘧ㸦5.4㸧ࢆࢺ
ࣝࢡ T࡜๛య㍈ࡢᅇ㌿ゅ șࡢ㛵ಀᘧ࡜ࡍࡿ㸬 
 





ᅗ 5.1࡟♧ࡋࡓ 3ḟඖ᭷㝈せ⣲ࣔࢹࣝࢆ⏝࠸࡚㸪㍈┤ᚄẚ ȕ=0.1500㸪0.3175㸪0.5650㸪0.7874
ࡢሙྜ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚㸪๛య㍈࡟స⏝ࡉࡏࡿࢺࣝࢡࢆ T=1000 Nm࡜ࡋ㸪኱ᚄ㒊ࡢᖜᚄẚ h/d0ࢆ 0.01
࠿ࡽ 1ࡲ࡛ኚ໬ࡉࡏࡓሙྜࡢ๛య㍈ࡢᅇ㌿ゅ șࢆồࡵࡓ㸬ࡑࡢ⤖ᯝࢆᅗ 5.2࡟♧ࡍ㸬ྠᅗ࡟
























































































































































































































S   
㸦5.5㸧࠿ࡽ
ࡿ㸬 
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ᛶኚᙧࡢ➼












e to torque 
    
౯ࡡࡌࡾ๛









    
ᛶ GIpdࢆ⾲
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     
    
ࡾ๛ᛶࢆ㸪㏻
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ᖖࡢ㔜ࡡྜ
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ࢃࡏ㸪ࡍ࡞

































             㸦5.10㸧 
 
ᘧ㸦5.10㸧࡛୚࠼ࡽࢀࡿ㛗ࡉ lࢆᣢࡘ┤ᚄ dࡢᑠᚄ㍈ࡢせ⣲ࡢࡡࡌࡾ๛ᛶ GIp2ࡀ㍈┤ᚄኚ
໬㒊᩿㠃ࡢࡡࡌࡾ๛ᛶ GIpd࡜➼౯࡛࠶ࡿࡓࡵ㸪 
 




















































































































































































    
ࡌࡾ๛ᛶࡢ➼
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    
࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ













     
Ipeqࡣᘧ㸦5


































































q     
➼౯࡞ࡡࡌ














   
ࡾ๛ᛶࢆ୚













    
࠼ࡿᑠᚄ㒊












    
ࡢ㍈ᚄ dpeq











    
ࡣᘧ㸦5.16㸧












    㸦
࡛⾲ࡉࢀࡿ



























 ᳨ド࡟ඛ❧ࡕ㸪᭤ࡆࡢሙྜ࡜ྠ୍ࡢ 3D FEMࣔࢹࣝ㸦ᅗ 3.10ཧ↷㸧ࡢࡡࡌࡾ᣺ື≉ᛶࢆ
3.4.1 ⠇࡜ྠᵝࡢ᪉ἲ࡛㧗⢭ᗘ໬ࡍࡿ㸬ᮦᩱ≉ᛶࡣ㸪᭤ࡆࡢሙྜ࡜ྠ୍ࡢᶓᙎᛶಀᩘ G= 
8.0335×1010 N/m2㸪࣏࢔ࢯࣥẚ Ȟ=0.3008㸪ᐦᗘ ȡ=7846 kg/m3࡜ࡍࡿ㸬╔┠ࡍࡿ࣮ࣔࢻḟᩘ࡟
ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ㸪୍⯡࡟㸪ࡡࡌࡾ࣮ࣔࢻࡢᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘࡣ᭤ࡆ࡜ẚ࡭࡚㧗࠸ࡓࡵ㸪ࡇࡇ࡛ࡣ 3 ḟࡲ
࡛࡜ࡍࡿ㸬ࡡࡌࡾ᣺ື≉ᛶࡀ㧗⢭ᗘ࡛࠶ࡿ୍ᵝ᩿㠃ࡢ 1D FEM ࣔࢹࣝ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡶ᭤ࡆࡢሙ
ྜ࡜ྠ୍ࡢࣔࢹࣝ㸦ᅗ 3.11ཧ↷㸧࡜ࡍࡿ㸬 




  pn GIv2Z                                㸦5.17㸧 
 








H                              㸦5.18㸧 
G 㸸⿵ṇ๓ࡢᶓᙎᛶಀᩘ (N/m2) 
G’㸸⿵ṇᚋࡢᶓᙎᛶಀᩘ (N/m2) 
H  㸸ࡡࡌࡾ 1ḟ㹼3ḟࡢᅛ᭷ゅ᣺ືᩘࡢᖹᆒㄗᕪ 

⾲ 5.1ࡣ㸪ᅗ 3.11ࡢ 1D FEMࣔࢹࣝ㸦ཧ↷ࣔࢹࣝ㸧࡜ᅗ 3.10ࡢ 3D FEMࣔࢹࣝࡢࡡࡌࡾ
1ḟ㹼3ḟࡢᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘࡢẚ㍑ࢆ♧ࡋࡓࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬3D Model 0ࡀᶓᙎᛶಀᩘࢆ⿵ṇࡍࡿ๓
ࡢ G=8.0335×1010 N/m2࡜ࡋࡓࣔࢹ࡛ࣝ࠶ࡾ㸪3D Model 1ࡀᶓᙎᛶಀᩘࢆᘧ㸦5.18㸧࡟ࡼࡗ࡚
⿵ṇࡋࡓ G’=8.0726×1010 N/m2࡜ࡋࡓࣔࢹ࡛ࣝ࠶ࡿ㸬1D FEMࣔࢹࣝ࡟ᑐࡍࡿ㸪ᶓᙎᛶಀᩘ
ࢆ⿵ṇࡍࡿ๓ࡢ3D FEMࣔࢹࣝࡢᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘࡢㄗᕪࡢ⤯ᑐ್ࡣ᭱኱࡛0.48%࡛࠶ࡿࡢ࡟ᑐࡋ
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Fig. 5.14   Eigenmodes of torsional vibration for turbine – generator rotor 


ᅗ 5.13ࡢゎᯒࣔࢹࣝ࡟㛵ࡍࡿ㸪ᥦ᱌᪉ἲ࡜㏻ᖖࡢ᪉ἲ࡟ࡼࡿ 1ḟ࡜ 2ḟࡢࡡࡌࡾ࣮ࣔࢻ
ࡢᅛ᭷್ゎᯒ⤖ᯝࡢᕪ␗ ⣙ 2%ࡀ㸪࡝ࡢ⛬ᗘࡢ኱ࡁࡉ࡛࠶ࡿ࠿ࢆホ౯ࡍࡿࡓࡵ࡟㸪ࡇࡢᕪ
␗ࢆつ᱁࡛♧ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ್࡜ẚ㍑ࡋࡓ㸬 
ᅗ 5.15ࡣ㸪50 MW௨ୖࡢ㝣⏝ࢱ࣮ࣅࣥⓎ㟁ᶵ࣮ࣟࢱ࡟㛵ࡍࡿࡡࡌࡾ᣺ື ࡟㛵ࡍࡿタィ















































































































































































































































































             㸦5.19㸧 
 Ip1㸸኱ᚄ㍈ࡢ᩿㠃 2ḟᴟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ (m4) 













୰ཎ ୍㑻, ᛂ⏝ᙎᛶᏛ, ᐇᩍฟ∧ (1977), p. 91. 
୰ἑ ୍, 㛗ᒇ ஧㑻, ຍ⸨ ༤, ᭱᪂ᶵᲔᕤᏛㅮᗙ ᮦᩱຊᏛ, ⏘ᴗᅗ᭩ (1973), p. 46. 
Sneddon, I. N., The Reissner-Sagoci problem, Proceedings of The Glasgow Mathematical 
Association , Vol. 7, No. 3 (1966) 
ISO 22266-1: 2009, Mechanical vibration  - torsional vibration of rotating machinery - part 1: 
Land-based steam and gas turbine generator sets in excess of 50 MW, International 






























➨ 2 ❶࡛㏙࡭ࡓᵝ࡟㸪㍈せ⣲ࡢ㉁㔞ಀᩘ Įm㸪័ᛶಀᩘ Įi㸪ࡏࢇ᩿ಀᩘ Ĳ㸪᭤ࡆ๛ᛶ EI㸪
㛗ࡉ le㸪࠾ࡼࡧẚ౛ῶ⾶ᐃᩘ Ȗ㸦ࡇࢀࡽࢆ⥲⛠ࡋ࡚㍈ࡢᵓᡂࣃ࣓࣮ࣛࢱ࡜࿧ࡪࡇ࡜࡟ࡍࡿ㸧




















de㸪࠾ࡼࡧẚ౛ῶ⾶ᐃᩘ Ȗ࡜ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢ㉁㔞 mdisc࡜ཌࡉ tdiscࡀ᪤▱࡛࠶ࢀࡤ㸪ᐇ ࡉࢀࡓࣟ
࣮ࢱࡢ๛య≉ᛶ࡜ᙎᛶ≉ᛶ࠿ࡽ㸪඲࡚ࡢ≉ᛶ⾜ิࢆྠᐃࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ㸬ᮍ▱ࡢ㍈ࡢᵓ
ᡂࣃ࣓࣮ࣛࢱࡣ㸪ྛ㍈せ⣲ࡢ㉁㔞ಀᩘ Įm࡜័ᛶಀᩘ Įiࡢ࡝ࡕࡽ࠿୍᪉㸪ࡏࢇ᩿ಀᩘ Ĳ㸪࠾









㌿㍈࡟┤஺ࡍࡿ㍈࿘ࡾࡢ୺័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ JCG㸪ᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘ f㸪ᅛ᭷࣮ࣔࢻ ĳ㸪࠾ࡼࡧẚ౛ῶ
⾶ẚ Ȗࡣ㠀ᅇ㌿᫬ࡢ࣮ࣟࢱࡢ᣺ືヨ㦂࠿ࡽồࡵࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ㸬࣮ࣟࢱࡢ๛య≉ᛶࡣ࿘Ἴᩘ










ࡼ࠺࡞㍈ࡢ㉁㔞ಀᩘ Įmࡲࡓࡣ័ᛶಀᩘ Įi㸪ࡏࢇ᩿ಀᩘ Ĳ㸪᭤ࡆ๛ᛶ EI㸦ᡈ࠸ࡣᐦᗘ ȡ㸪࣏࢔
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ࢯࣥẚ Ȟ㸪ࣖࣥࢢ⋡ E㸧࡜㸪ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢ┤ᚄ㍈࿘ࡾࡢ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ Jdiscࢆồࡵ㸪≉ᛶ⾜ิ
ࢆ෌ᵓᡂࡍࡿࡇ࡜࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ྠᐃࡀ᏶஢ࡍࡿ㸬ྠ୍ᮦᩱࡢ㍈࡛ࡣ㸪ᮍ▱ኚᩘࡣ 3+ ndiscಶ㸦ndisc
ࡣࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢᩘ㸧࡛࠶ࡾ㸪ㄗᕪ㛵ᩘࡣ 3+ nf1+ nf2 ×nಶ㸦nf1 ࡣᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘࡢᩘ㸪nf2 ࡣᅛ᭷
















mme                               (6.1) 
 








                             (6.2) 
 















































21          (6.4) 
 
㸦5㸧ᅛ᭷࣮ࣔࢻ ĭ࡟㛵ࡍࡿㄗᕪ㛵ᩘ㸪 nf2×nಶ 
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        (6.5) 
 











2                             (6.6) 
   e i (x)㸸i␒┠ࡢㄗᕪ㛵ᩘ㸪i=1, 2, …, ne㸪  ^ ` ^ ` ^ ` TTTfJzm eeeeexe CGCG },,,,{ )  
   Wi㸸i␒┠ࡢ㔜ࡳಀᩘ㸪i=1, 2, …, ne㸪^ ` TneWWWW },...,,{ 21  




 ௨ୖࡢ‽ഛࡢୗ㸪Trust Region Reflective Newton Method㸦Coleman and Li, 1996㸧࡞࡝ࡢไ
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(1) ࣮ࣟࢱࡢ඲㉁㔞 mRmࢆ ᐃࡍࡿ㸬 
(2) ⮬⏤ᨭᣢࢆᶍᨃࡋࡓ≧ែࡢ࣮ࣟࢱࡢ᣺ືヨ㦂ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࿘Ἴᩘᛂ⟅㛵ᩘࢆィ ࡍࡿ㸬 
(3) ࿘Ἴᩘᛂ⟅㛵ᩘ࠿ࡽ㸪㔜ᚰ఩⨨ zCGm࡜㔜ᚰࢆ㏻ࡾᅇ㌿㍈࡟┤஺ࡍࡿ㍈࿘ࡾࡢ୺័ᛶ
࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ JCGm ࢆồࡵࡿ㸬 
(4) ࿘Ἴᩘᛂ⟅㛵ᩘ࠿ࡽ㸪ᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘ fm࡜ᅛ᭷࣮ࣔࢻ ĭmࢆồࡵࡿ㸦ᐇ㦂࣮ࣔࢻゎᯒ㸧㸬 
(5) ࣮ࣟࢱࡢ᭤ࡆ᣺ືゎᯒࣔࢹࣝࢆసᡂࡋ㸪タィኚᩘ㸦ྛ㍈せ⣲ࡢ㉁㔞ಀᩘ Įmࡲࡓࡣ័
ᛶಀᩘ Įi㸪ࡏࢇ᩿ಀᩘ Ĳ㸪᭤ࡆ๛ᛶ EI㸪ྛࢹ࢕ࢫࢡせ⣲ࡢ┤ᚄ㍈࿘ࡾࡢ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥ
ࢺ Jdisc㸧ࢆồࡵࡿ㸬 
(6) ࣮ࣟࢱࡢ᭤ࡆ᣺ືゎᯒࣔࢹࣝࡢ඲㉁㔞 mRc࡜㔜ᚰ఩⨨ zCGcࢆồࡵࡿ㸬 
(7) ᅛ᭷್ゎᯒࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚ᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘ fc࡜ᅛ᭷࣮ࣔࢻ ĭcࢆồࡵࡿ㸬 
(8) 㔜ࡳಀᩘ W㸪┠ⓗ㛵ᩘࡢチᐜ್㸪᭱ ኱㏲ḟィ⟬ᅇᩘ㸪タィኚᩘࡢୖୗ㝈್ࢆỴࡵࡿ㸬 
(9) ㉁㔞 mR㸪㔜ᚰ఩⨨ zCG㸪㔜ᚰࢆ㏻ࡾᅇ㌿㍈࡟┤஺ࡍࡿ㍈࿘ࡾࡢ୺័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ JCG㸪
ᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘ f㸪ᅛ᭷࣮ࣔࢻ ĭ࡟㛵ࡍࡿㄗᕪ㛵ᩘ࡜㔜ࡳಀᩘ W࠿ࡽ㸪ᘧ㸦6.6㸧ࡢ┠ⓗ
㛵ᩘ g(x)ࢆタᐃࡍࡿ㸬 
















ࡢ㍈࡜⠇Ⅼ 7, 9, 11, 13࡟ྲྀࡾ௜ࡅࡽࢀࡓ 4ᯛࡢࢹ࢕ࢫࢡ࡛ᵓᡂࡉࢀ࡚࠾ࡾ㸪㍈࡜ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡣ
ࡑࢀࡒࢀ⾲ 6.1 ࡜⾲ 6.2 ࡟♧ࡍᑍἲࢆᣢࡘ㸬㍈ࡢᮦᩱ≉ᛶ್ࡣᐦᗘ 7800kg/m3㸪ࣖࣥࢢ⋡
211GPa㸪࣏࢔ࢯࣥẚ 0.3㸦ᶓᙎᛶಀᩘ 81.154GPa㸧࡛࠶ࡿ㸬ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢᐦᗘࡣࢹ࢕ࢫࢡ 1࠿
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Table 6.3   Design variables of original and initial model 













11 0.30 4.56064×105 4.77992×105 5.10716×105 5.20738×105
Initial 
model 7020 2.321×10





ᗘ ȡ㸪࣏࢔ࢯࣥẚ Ȟ㸪࠾ࡼࡧࣖࣥࢢ⋡ E࡜ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢ┤ᚄ㍈࿘ࡾࡢ័ᛶ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ Jdiscࡢ᭱
㐺್ࢆồࡵ࡚ྠᐃࡋࡓ≉ᛶ⾜ิ࠿ࡽィ⟬ࡉࢀࡿ๛య≉ᛶ࡜ᙎᛶ≉ᛶࢆ㸪࢜ࣜࢪࢼࣝࣔࢹࣝ
ࡢࡶࡢ࡜ẚ㍑ࡋࡓ㸬ࡇࡇ࡛㸪3+ ndisc=7 ಶࡢᮍ▱ኚᩘ㸦ࢹ࢕ࢫࢡࡢᩘ ndisc=4㸧࡟ᑐࡋ࡚㸪ᅛ
᭷᣺ືᩘࡢᩘࢆ nf1 =3㸪ᅛ᭷࣮ࣔࢻࡢᩘࢆ nf2 =1࡜ࡋ࡚㸪3+ nf1+ nf2 ×n=25ಶ㸦⠇Ⅼᩘ n=19㸧
ࡢㄗᕪ㛵ᩘࢆタᐃࡋࡓ㸬ࡲࡓ㸪㔜ࡳಀᩘ Wࡣ㸪㉁㔞 mR 㸪㔜ᚰ఩⨨ zCG㸪㔜ᚰࢆ㏻ࡾᅇ㌿㍈





ࢹࣝ࡟ᑐࡍࡿᅛ᭷࣮ࣔࢻࡢMAC್㸦Balmes and Leclere, 2006㸧ࡣ㸪ึᮇࣔࢹ࡛ࣝࡣ➨ 1ḟ
࣮ࣔࢻ࠿ࡽ㡰࡟ࡑࢀࡒࢀ 0.9998㸪0.9993㸪0.9989㸪0.9990࡛࠶ࡾ㸪ྠᐃࣔࢹ࡛ࣝࡣࡑࢀࡒࢀ



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Balmes, E. and Leclere, J. M., Structural Dynamics Toolbox / FEMLink user’s guide version 5.3, 
SDTools (2006), pp.416 – 417. 
Coleman, T.F. and Li, Y., An Interior, Trust Region Approach for Nonlinear Minimization Subject 
to Bounds, SIAM Journal on Optimization, Vol. 6, No. 2 (1996), pp. 418–445. 
Fareed, A.M. and Wahl, F., Identification of Rigid Body Parameters Using Experimental Modal 
Analysis Data, Technische Mechanik, Band 21, Heft 1 (2001), pp. 63-75. 
Lagarias, J. C., Reeds, J. A., Wright, M. H., and Wright, P. E., Convergence properties of the 
nelder-mead simplex method in low dimensions, SIAM Journal of Optimization, Vol. 9, No. 1 
(1998), pp. 112-147. 
㛗Ụ ಙ㢧, ᚋ⸨ ▱ఙ, ࣮ࣟࢱࡢ᣺ື᪉⛬ᘧ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ≉ᛶ⾜ิࡢᐇ㦂ྠᐃ㸦⌮ㄽ࡜ࢩ࣑ࣗࣞ
࣮ࢩࣙࣥ㸧, ᪥ᮏᶵᲔᏛ఍ㄽᩥ㞟 C ⦅, Vol.79, No.803 (2013), pp.2314-2328. 
Okuma, M. and Heylen, W., MCK ྠᐃἲ࡟ࡼࡿ 3ḟඖᵓ㐀≀ࡢ๛య≉ᛶࡢྠᐃ, ᪥ᮏᶵᲔᏛ


















































































 ᮏ◊✲ࡢᶵ఍ࢆ୚࠼࡚㡬ࡁࡲࡋࡓ㸪ඖ ᕝ㔜ࢸࢡࣀࣟࢪ࣮ᰴᘧ఍♫ ᑠᯘ⚽࿴⌮஦㸦⌧ ⚽
࿴ᛂ⌮஦ົᡤ௦⾲㸧㸪ඖ ᕝ㔜ࢸࢡࣀࣟࢪ࣮ᰴᘧ఍♫ ྜྷ⏣⚽๎ྲྀ⥾ᙺ㸪ඖ ᕝ㔜ࢸࢡࣀࣟࢪ















  㢟┠ ࣮ࣟࢱࡢ 1ḟඖᱱࣔࢹࣝࡢィ⟬⢭ᗘྥୖࡢࡓࡵࡢ㍈┤ᚄኚ໬㒊ࡢࣔࢹࣝ໬ 
  ⴭ⪅ྡ 㛗Ụ ಙ㢧㸪ᚋ⸨ ▱ఙ 
  Ꮫ⾡㞧ㄅྡ㸦ᕳ㸪ྕ㸪㡫㸧 ᪥ᮏᶵᲔᏛ఍ㄽᩥ㞟㸦80㸪816㸪DR0237㸧 




  㢟┠ ᔐྜ㒊ࢆᣢࡘ࣮ࣟࢱࡢ๛ᛶ⾜ิࡢྠᐃ 
  ⴭ⪅ྡ 㛗Ụ ಙ㢧㸪ᚋ⸨ ▱ఙ 
  Ꮫ⾡㞧ㄅྡ Dynamics and Design Conference 2013 




㢟┠ ࣮ࣟࢱࡢ᣺ື᪉⛬ᘧ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ≉ᛶ⾜ิࡢᐇ㦂ྠᐃ㸦⌮ㄽ࡜ࢩ࣑࣮ࣗࣞࢩࣙࣥ㸧        
  ⴭ⪅ྡ 㛗Ụ ಙ㢧㸪ᚋ⸨ ▱ఙ                     
  Ꮫ⾡㞧ㄅྡ㸦ᕳ㸪ྕ㸪㡫㸧 ᪥ᮏᶵᲔᏛ఍ㄽᩥ㞟㸦C ⦅㸧㸦79㸪803㸪2314㹼2328㸧 
  Ⓨ⾜ᖺ᭶᪥ ᖹᡂ 25ᖺ 7᭶ 25᪥ 
 Ꮫ⾡ㅮ₇ 
  㢟┠ ᐇ㦂࡟ࡼࡿࢹ࢕ࢫࢡ௜ࡁ࣮ࣟࢱࡢ᣺ື᪉⛬ᘧ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ≉ᛶ⾜ิࡢྠᐃ 
㸦⌮ㄽ࡜ࢩ࣑࣮ࣗࣞࢩࣙࣥ㸧 
  ⴭ⪅ྡ 㛗Ụ ಙ㢧㸪ᚋ⸨ ▱ఙ                     
  Ꮫ⾡㞧ㄅྡ Dynamics and Design Conference 2012            


























































































































































































































































































    㸦A.1㸧 
  
 
   













































































































































































































se W         㸦A.2㸧 

































































































































































     㸦A.3㸧 
  
 




































ࡇࡇ࡛ࡣ㸪➨ 3 ❶ࡢᅗ 3.10 ࡟♧ࡉࢀࡿ㸪୧➃⮬⏤ࡢᨭᣢ᮲௳ࡢ୍ᵝ࡞୰ᐇ෇ᙧ᩿㠃㍈ࢆ
ྲྀࡾୖࡆ࡚㸪ୖ㏙ࡢ 3 ࡘࡢ᪉ἲ࡛ồࡵࡓ 1 ḟ࠿ࡽ 4 ḟࡲ࡛ࡢ᭤ࡆ᣺ື࣮ࣔࢻࡢᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘ
ࢆẚ㍑ࡍࡿ㸬௨ୗ࡟୰ᐇ෇ᙧ᩿㠃㍈ࡢᮦᩱ≉ᛶ್࡜ᑍἲࢆ♧ࡍ㸬 
 
ᮦᩱ≉ᛶ㸸ࣖࣥࢢ⋡ E=2.09×1011 N/m2㸪ᶓᙎᛶಀᩘ G= 8.0335×1010 N/m2㸪 
࣏࢔ࢯࣥẚ Ȟ=0.3008㸪ᐦᗘ ȡ=7846 kg/m3 
 ᑍ ἲ 㸸඲㛗 L=350mm㸪┤ᚄ d=20mm 
 











᣺ືᩘ᪉⛬ᘧࡣᘧ㸦A.4㸧࡛⾲ࡉࢀ㸪ᅛ᭷᣺ືᩘ fnࡣᘧ㸦A.5㸧࡛୚࠼ࡽࢀࡿ㸦Seon, M., et al., 
1999㸧㸬 
 
  01coshcos   aa kk                             㸦A.4㸧 










EIf US (Hz)                           㸦A.5㸧 
   I㸸᩿㠃 2ḟ࣮࣓ࣔࣥࢺ(m4)㸪 644dI S  




᣺ືᩘ fnࡣᘧ㸦A.8㸧࡛୚࠼ࡽࢀࡿ㸦Seon, M., et al., 1999㸧㸬 
 











   kb㸸ィ⟬ୖࡢ↓ḟඖἼᩘ                        㸦A.6㸧 





















                        㸦A.7㸧 








 ban kkELf (Hz)                          㸦A.8㸧 
 




  > @ > @ ^ ` ^ `OMK  ) O                             㸦A.9㸧 















 ࢸ࢕ࣔࢩ࢙ࣥࢥᱱ⌮ㄽ࡟࠾࠸࡚㸪ᘧ㸦A.6㸧ࡢ᣺ືᩘ᪉⛬ᘧ࠿ࡽᚓࡽࢀࡿ 1ḟ࠿ࡽ 4ḟࡲ
࡛ࡢ ka࡜ kbࡢ್ࡣ㸪 
 
  ka 1=4.7306384㸪kb 1=4.6886925 
ka 2=7.8526405㸪kb 2=7.6650678 
ka 3=10.994838㸪kb 3=10.496361 










Natural frequencies of bending vibration modes of uniform beam 
Unit: Hz 
Mode Timoschenko beam theory 
Euler-Bernoulli beam
theory      (Error)
1D FEM
(Error)  
1 743.68 750.12 (0.87%) 743.69 (0.00%) 
2 2018.5 2067.7 (2.44%) 2018.8 (0.01%) 
3 3872.4 4053.6 (4.68%) 3873.7 (0.03%) 

















Seon, M., Han, H. B., and Timothy, W., Dynamics of transversely vibrating beams using for 








Coordinate of nodes for bending vibration analysis model of turbine – generator rotor 
Node z (m) Node z (m) Node z (m) 
1 0.000 41 10.628 81 21.408 
2 0.390 42 10.847 82 21.708 
3 0.481 43 11.001 83 22.009 
4 0.692 44 11.133 84 22.310 
5 0.780 45 11.375 85 22.610 
6 1.300 46 11.700 86 22.911 
7 1.623 47 12.025 87 23.212 
8 1.755 48 12.155 88 23.512 
9 1.991 49 12.448 89 23.813 
10 2.210 50 12.608 90 24.113 
11 2.730 51 12.740 91 24.414 
12 3.185 52 12.935 92 24.670 
13 3.614 53 13.130 93 24.947 
14 3.900 54 13.262 94 25.480 
15 4.160 55 13.507 95 26.000 
16 4.420 56 13.884 96 26.130 
17 4.680 57 14.261 97 26.650 
18 4.940 58 14.638 98 26.785 
19 5.200 59 14.883 99 27.060 
20 5.460 60 15.015 100 27.469 
21 5.705 61 15.210 101 27.879 
22 5.990 62 15.405 102 28.288 
23 6.058 63 15.540 103 28.379 
24 6.292 64 15.860 104 28.711 
25 6.526 65 16.328 105 29.133 
26 6.760 66 16.705 106 29.188 
27 7.280 67 17.076 107 29.374 
28 7.447 68 17.311 108 29.614 
29 7.755 69 17.446 - - 
30 7.839 70 17.914 - - 
31 8.151 71 18.044 - - 
32 8.450 72 18.564 - - 
33 8.767 73 19.084 - - 
34 8.840 74 19.348 - - 
35 9.133 75 19.604 - - 
36 9.230 76 19.905 - - 
37 9.620 77 20.205 - - 
38 10.075 78 20.506 - - 
39 10.231 79 20.807 - - 




Dimensions of shaft for bending vibration analysis model of turbine – generator rotor 














1 to 2 0.312 41 to 42 0.780 81 to 82 1.170 
2 to 3 0.689 42 to 43 0.780 82 to 83 1.170 
3 to 4 0.312 43 to 44 0.468 83 to 84 1.170 
4 to 5 0.312 44 to 45 0.468 84 to 85 1.170 
5 to 6 0.468 45 to 46 0.468 85 to 86 1.170 
6 to 7 0.468 46 to 47 0.468 86 to 87 1.170 
7 to 8 0.468 47 to 48 0.858 87 to 88 1.170 
8 to 9 0.780 48 to 49 0.468 88 to 89 1.170 
9 to 10 0.780 49 to 50 0.468 89 to 90 1.170 
10 to 11 1.014 50 to 51 0.468 90 to 91 1.170 
11 to12 1.014 51 to 52 0.910 91 to 92 0.910 
12 to 13 1.014 52 to 53 0.910 92 to 93 0.910 
13 to 14 1.014 53 to 54 0.468 93 to 94 0.910 
14 to 15 1.014 54 to 55 0.468 94 to 95 0.910 
15 to 16 1.014 55 to 56 0.468 95 to 96 1.300 
16 to 17 1.014 56 to 57 0.468 96 to 97 0.910 
17 to 18 1.014 57 to 58 0.468 97 to 98 0.481 
18 to 19 1.014 58 to 59 0.468 98 to 99 0.481 
19 to 20 1.014 59 to 60 0.468 99 to 100 0.481 
20 to 21 1.014 60 to 61 0.910 100 to 101 0.481 
21 to 22 1.014 61 to 62 0.910 101 to 102 0.481 
22 to 23 1.092 62 to 63 0.481 102 to 103 0.325 
23 to 24 1.092 63 to 64 0.481 103 to 104 0.325 
24 to 25 1.092 64 to 65 0.481 104 to 105 0.325 
25 to 26 1.092 65 to 66 0.481 105 to 106 0.195 
26 to 27 1.092 66 to 67 0.481 106 to 107 0.195 
27 to 28 1.092 67 to 68 0.481 107 to 108 0.195 
28 to 29 1.092 68 to 69 0.481 - -
29 to 30 1.300 69 to 70 0.910 - -
30 to 31 1.300 70 to 71 1.300 - -
31 to 32 1.300 71 to 72 0.910 - -
32 to 33 1.300 72 to 73 0.910 - -
33 to 34 1.300 73 to 74 0.910 - -
34 to 35 1.300 74 to 75 0.910 - -
35 to 36 1.508 75 to 76 1.170 - -
36 to 37 1.508 76 to 77 1.170 - -
37 to 38 1.508 77 to 78 1.170 - -
38 to 39 1.508 78 to 79 1.170 - -
39 to 40 1.040 79 to 80 1.170 - -
40 to 41 1.040 80 to 81 1.170 - -
105 
 
Specification of disc elements for bending vibration analysis model of turbine – generator rotor 




















13 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 78 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 
14 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 79 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 
15 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 80 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 
16 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 81 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 
17 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 82 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 
18 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 83 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 
19 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 84 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 
20 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 85 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 
23 7850 0.135 1.508 1.092 86 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 
24 7850 0.135 1.508 1.092 87 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 
25 7850 0.135 1.508 1.092 88 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 
26 7850 0.135 1.508 1.092 89 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 
30 7850 0.169 1.820 1.300 90 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 
31 7850 0.169 1.820 1.300 - - - - - 
32 7850 0.169 1.820 1.300 - - - - - 
34 7850 0.169 1.820 1.300 - - - - - 
36 7850 0.195 1.820 1.508 - - - - - 
37 7850 0.195 1.820 1.508 - - - - - 
38 7850 0.312 1.820 1.508 - - - - - 
13 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
14 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
15 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
16 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
17 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
18 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
19 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
20 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
23 7850 0.009 1.820 1.508 - - - - - 
24 7850 0.009 1.872 1.508 - - - - - 
25 7850 0.009 1.950 1.508 - - - - - 
26 7850 0.009 2.080 1.508 - - - - - 
30 7850 0.012 2.444 1.820 - - - - - 
31 7850 0.012 2.600 1.820 - - - - - 
32 7850 0.012 2.691 1.820 - - - - - 
34 7850 0.012 2.860 1.820 - - - - - 
36 7850 0.016 3.055 1.820 - - - - - 
37 7850 0.017 3.315 1.820 - - - - - 
38 7850 0.019 3.640 1.820 - - - - - 
76 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 - - - - - 





Coordinate of nodes for torsional vibration analysis model of turbine – generator rotor 
Node z (m) Node z (m) Node z (m) 
1 0.000 41 10.628 81 21.408 
2 0.390 42 10.725 82 21.708 
3 0.481 43 11.001 83 22.009 
4 0.739 44 11.065 84 22.310 
5 0.780 45 11.375 85 22.610 
6 1.300 46 11.700 86 22.911 
7 1.691 47 12.025 87 23.212 
8 1.755 48 12.155 88 23.512 
9 2.114 49 12.448 89 23.813 
10 2.210 50 12.674 90 24.113 
11 2.730 51 12.740 91 24.414 
12 3.185 52 12.935 92 24.525 
13 3.614 53 13.130 93 24.947 
14 3.900 54 13.196 94 25.480 
15 4.160 55 13.507 95 26.000 
16 4.420 56 13.884 96 26.130 
17 4.680 57 14.261 97 26.650 
18 4.940 58 14.638 98 26.717 
19 5.200 59 14.949 99 27.060 
20 5.460 60 15.015 100 27.469 
21 5.884 61 15.210 101 27.879 
22 5.990 62 15.405 102 28.288 
23 6.058 63 15.472 103 28.330 
24 6.292 64 15.860 104 28.711 
25 6.526 65 16.328 105 29.133 
26 6.760 66 16.705 106 29.159 
27 7.280 67 17.076 107 29.374 
28 7.629 68 17.379 108 29.614 
29 7.755 69 17.446 - - 
30 7.839 70 17.914 - - 
31 8.151 71 18.044 - - 
32 8.450 72 18.564 - - 
33 8.840 73 19.084 - - 
34 8.986 74 19.493 - - 
35 9.133 75 19.604 - - 
36 9.230 76 19.905 - - 
37 9.620 77 20.205 - - 
38 10.075 78 20.506 - - 
39 10.231 79 20.807 - - 




Dimensions of Shaft for torsional vibration analysis model of turbine – generator rotor 














1 to 2 0.312 41 to 42 0.780 81 to 82 1.170 
2 to 3 0.689 42 to 43 0.780 82 to 83 1.170 
3 to 4 0.312 43 to 44 0.468 83 to 84 1.170 
4 to 5 0.312 44 to 45 0.468 84 to 85 1.170 
5 to 6 0.468 45 to 46 0.468 85 to 86 1.170 
6 to 7 0.468 46 to 47 0.468 86 to 87 1.170 
7 to 8 0.468 47 to 48 0.858 87 to 88 1.170 
8 to 9 0.780 48 to 49 0.468 88 to 89 1.170 
9 to 10 0.780 49 to 50 0.468 89 to 90 1.170 
10 to 11 1.014 50 to 51 0.468 90 to 91 1.170 
11 to 12 1.014 51 to 52 0.910 91 to 92 0.910 
12 to 13 1.014 52 to 53 0.910 92 to 93 0.910 
13 to 14 1.014 53 to 54 0.468 93 to 94 0.910 
14 to 15 1.014 54 to 55 0.468 94 to 95 0.910 
15 to 16 1.014 55 to 56 0.468 95 to 96 1.300 
16 to 17 1.014 56 to 57 0.468 96 to 97 0.910 
17 to 18 1.014 57 to 58 0.468 97 to 98 0.481 
18 to 19 1.014 58 to 59 0.468 98 to 99 0.481 
19 to 20 1.014 59 to 60 0.468 99 to 100 0.481 
20 to 21 1.014 60 to 61 0.910 100 to 101 0.481 
21 to 22 1.014 61 to 62 0.910 101 to 102 0.481 
22 to 23 1.092 62 to 63 0.481 102 to 103 0.325 
23 to 24 1.092 63 to 64 0.481 103 to 104 0.325 
24 to 25 1.092 64 to 65 0.481 104 to 105 0.325 
25 to 26 1.092 65 to 66 0.481 105 to 106 0.195 
26 to 27 1.092 66 to 67 0.481 106 to 107 0.195 
27 to 28 1.092 67 to 68 0.481 107 to 108 0.195 
28 to 29 1.092 68 to 69 0.481 - -
29 to 30 1.300 69 to 70 0.910 - -
30 to 31 1.300 70 to 71 1.300 - -
31 to 32 1.300 71 to 72 0.910 - -
32 to 33 1.300 72 to 73 0.910 - -
33 to 34 1.300 73 to 74 0.910 - -
34 to 35 1.300 74 to 75 0.910 - -
35 to 36 1.508 75 to 76 1.170 - -
36 to 37 1.508 76 to 77 1.170 - -
37 to 38 1.508 77 to 78 1.170 - -
38 to 39 1.508 78 to 79 1.170 - -
39 to 40 1.040 79 to 80 1.170 - -




Specification of disc elements for torsional vibration analysis model of turbine – generator rotor 
 




















13 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 78 7222 0.301 1.580 1.17 
14 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 79 7222 0.301 1.580 1.17 
15 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 80 7222 0.301 1.580 1.17 
16 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 81 7222 0.301 1.580 1.17 
17 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 82 7222 0.301 1.580 1.17 
18 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 83 7222 0.301 1.580 1.17 
19 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 84 7222 0.301 1.580 1.17 
20 7850 0.130 1.404 1.014 85 7222 0.301 1.580 1.17 
23 7850 0.135 1.508 1.092 86 7222 0.301 1.580 1.17 
24 7850 0.135 1.508 1.092 87 7222 0.301 1.580 1.17 
25 7850 0.135 1.508 1.092 88 7222 0.301 1.580 1.17 
26 7850 0.135 1.508 1.092 89 7222 0.301 1.580 1.17 
30 7850 0.169 1.820 1.300 90 7222 0.301 1.580 1.17 
31 7850 0.169 1.820 1.300 - - - - - 
32 7850 0.169 1.820 1.300 - - - - - 
33 7850 0.169 1.820 1.300 - - - - - 
36 7850 0.195 1.820 1.508 - - - - - 
37 7850 0.195 1.820 1.508 - - - - - 
38 7850 0.312 1.820 1.508 - - - - - 
13 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
14 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
15 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
16 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
17 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
18 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
19 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
20 7850 0.006 1.612 1.404 - - - - - 
23 7850 0.009 1.820 1.508 - - - - - 
24 7850 0.009 1.872 1.508 - - - - - 
25 7850 0.009 1.950 1.508 - - - - - 
26 7850 0.009 2.080 1.508 - - - - - 
30 7850 0.012 2.444 1.820 - - - - - 
31 7850 0.012 2.600 1.820 - - - - - 
32 7850 0.012 2.691 1.820 - - - - - 
33 7850 0.012 2.860 1.820 - - - - - 
36 7850 0.016 3.055 1.820 - - - - - 
37 7850 0.017 3.315 1.820 - - - - - 
38 7850 0.019 3.640 1.820 - - - - - 
76 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 - - - - - 
77 7222 0.301 1.580 1.170 - - - - - 
 
